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Housing the Human is a collaboration of 
five European institutions and organi
zations bringing together art, science, 
and techno logical innovation to explore 
speculative concepts for the future of 
living and coexistence. 

Marking the culmination of more than 
a year of research, Housing the Human 
unveils the results of five projects that 
tackle questions on how will we live in 
the near future. These projects are based 
on both existing developments in the 
consumer industries and current shifts  
in thinking about the centrality of the 
human species in the postAnthropocene.

The designers and architects present  
their prototypes to the public with experts 
who offer critical observations on the 
topics at hand.



Supporting program 5–9 
Prototypes 10–15  
Experts 16–18
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Supporting program

Friday 

8:30pm  ARCH+ features 93
 ARCH+ features hosts a talk between writer  
 and editor Anh‑Linh Ngo and architecture   
 curator James Taylor‑Foster on practical  
 futurology and transdisciplinary research.

 
  

Saturday

10am Seminar → 6
 I—Methodological Frictions 
 II —Usefulness
 III—Prophecies
 

7pm Beatriz Colomina:  
 The 24/7 Bed — Privacy  
 and Publicity in the Age  
 of Social Media → 8
 

8pm  After Money → 9

 

Supporting program
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SATURdAy 10AM – 4PM

Seminar
The public is invited to join an open seminar with 
renowned experts and professionals centered around 
three defining themes: Methodological Frictions, on 
the practical hurdles of working across disciplines; 
Usefulness, on the tension between artistic freedom 
and practical implementation; and Prophecies, on the 
promises and missteps of working with innovation and 
futureoriented topics.

I—Methodological Frictions 
10am–11:30am On many platforms and within a huge 
range of fields, we see a strong aspiration for working 
beyond or without boundaries formed by disciplines and 
genres. What is the promise of such an inter‑, trans‑, or, 
as Forecast puts it, non‑disciplinary approach? Is it more 
than an invigorating crossover cure, providing fresh cogni‑
tive material to super‑specialized professionals from time 
to time? If so, how might a meaningful and even thriving 
collaboration be organized, who often do not even share a 
common language?

with  
Pippo Ciorra MAXXI, Rome; Demanio Marittimo Km-278, 
Senigallia
Mae-ling Lokko Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute, New York
Martina Schraudner Fraunhofer Center for Responsible 
Research and Innovation ; acatech 
Jörg Stollmann Urban Design and Urbanization, TU Berlin
Moderation and summary: Matthias Mohr radialsystem

Supporting program
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II —Usefulness
11:30am–1pm For many in our troubled era, the way cre‑
ative work is looked at and reviewed accentuates its social 
relevance, which often implies a direct applicability. Might 
its moral impetus help influence or even change the con‑
ditions we live in? What is it good for? We’d like to learn 
more about how striving for social or political usefulness 
may influence the ways creatives as much as institutions 
conceptualize and produce their work, and what value a 
“useless” creativity may or may not have. Is an activist ap‑
proach more valuable than a work focusing on aesthetic or 
formal matters?

with
tatiana Bilbao Architect, Mexico City
Matevž Čelik Museum of Architecture and Design, Ljubljana
rahul Mehrotra Graduate School of Design, Harvard 
University, Cambridge
Josephine Michau Copenhagen Architecture Festival CAFx
Judith Seng Designer, Berlin
Moderation and summary: daniel Perlin 

III—Prophecies
2pm–3:30pm Like many other experimental platforms, 
Housing the Human claims to work on concepts reflecting 
future developments. yet, notions of “innovation”, “future”, 
or even “utopia” may feel worn‑out and abused, particularly 
when they are meant to contribute to corporate branding. 
Why and how might a look into possible futures make sense, 
and what concepts of innovation may be worth taking a 
deeper look into?

with
Jan Boelen Z33, Hasselt; HfG Karlsruhe
Beatriz Colomina Princeton University, Princeton, NJ
Jürgen Howaldt Expert for social innovation, TU Dortmund
daniel Perlin Designer, New York City
Margit rosen Art historian, ZKM, Karlsruhe
Moderation and summary: James taylor-Foster

Supporting program

3:30pm–4pm Wrap‑up
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SATURdAy / 7PM

Beatriz Colomina:  
the 24/7 Bed — Privacy 
and Publicity in the age 
of Social Media

Since the publication of her seminal essay “The Century 
of the Bed” in 2014, professor Beatriz Colomina has staged 
numerous Bed‑Ins around the world, including at the 16th 
Venice Architecture Biennale where, as part of the presen‑
tation at the dutch Pavilion, she reproduced the iconic hotel 
bed in which John Lennon and yoko Ono held their Peace‑
In, at the Amsterdam Hilton, in 1969. 

She has since conducted numerous performative 
interviews around the world with artists, architects, 
designers, activists, psychoanalysts, philosophers, and 
media theorists—in bed.

At her talk, Colomina will discuss the shifting role of 
the bed in a time when smartphones are often the first and 
last things we touch every day. How does the convergence 
of smartphone technology, flexible working conditions, the 
rise of the gig economy, and young professionals’ nomadic 
lifestyles impact the significance of the bed as a site of la‑
bor, leisure, and surveillance?

The lecture is followed by a series of short interviews. 
Colomina will invite Mark Wigley, the designers and 
architects behind the five prototypes, as well as other 
experts, to slip into pajamas and join her in rethinking the 
bed’s significance in the age of social media.

Supporting program
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SATURdAy / 8PM  

after Money
The public is invited to a game experiment that asks how 
new networks of care and sociability can emerge in a world 
without money. It stages a life‑size board game in which 
players—politicians and prominent decision‑makers—bar‑
ter in skills and influence in order to survive natural and 
man‑made disasters. 

In a moneyless future, players must exchange favors 
and resources to survive using unique “powers” that trade in 
alternate forms of currency: property, skill, mobility, gener‑
osity, and influence. Whether they win or lose, dominate or 
inspire, players will explore unexpected ways to strategize, 
negotiate, and reshape both the city and the home through 
a new economy of favors and resource‑sharing.

The game brings together people of various back‑
grounds to work collaboratively with each other while as‑
suming the roles of different agents that are relevant for 
coexistence in a city. during a two‑hour event, participants 
are invited to both build on their expertise and step outside 
their own frame of reference. Join us to engage in the collab‑
orative process game play across disciplines and mind‑sets.

Players include designer daniel Perlin; developer 
Thomas Bestgen; architects Rahul Mehrotra, Tatiana 
Bilbao, Jörg Stollman, and Felix Wierschbitzki; curators 
James Taylor‑Foster and Jan Boelen; community developer 
Michael LaFond; Mayor of Hamburg‑Mitte Falko droßmann; 
Berlin Senate member Barbara Berninger; and innovation 
researcher Martina Schraudner, in the roles of “developers,” 
“designers,” “nomads,” “caregivers,” and “politicians.”

The game was created by the American designer and 
scholar Janette Kim of the Urban Works Agency and will 
be adapted to a full-scale installation for cross-disciplinary 
engagement for the first time in Berlin. 

Presented in partnership with Future architecture Platform.

Supporting program
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5th Floor 

 CERTAIN MEASURES 
 Home Is Where the droids Are

 LUCIA TAHAN 
 Cloud Housing

 dASHA TSAPENkO 
 Lovaratory

 MAE-LINg LOkkO 
 Agrocologies

 SIMONE C NIqUILLE / TECHNOFLESH 
 HOMESCHOOL

4th Floor 

3th Floor

2th Floor

Ground Floor 

STudiO C

HAllE

FOyEr
SAAl

STudiO A

STudiO B

KuBuS

KuBuS

The prototypes can be viewed in group walkthroughs 
with the experts and designers or individually. See inlay 
for walkthroughs schedule.

Prototypes

Prototypes
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CERTAIN MEASURES (dE, US)

Home Is Where the 
Droids Are

The future home no longer needs to be a single, static 
space, but instead a constellation of services orbiting the 
occupant. In the scenario Home Is Where the Droids Are, 
domestic robots aren’t just machines that carry out house‑
hold chores. Rather, they become the very inventory of our 
apartments, as indispensable mobile “supporters” that are 
always attuned to our needs. 

The way in which we use space and how comfort‑
able we are in it would depend on the presence or absence 
of such devices. But in this ongoing reciprocal adaptation 
between man and machine it’s not always clear who’s in con‑
trol. The spatial installation presents a simulated home in 
which the visitors come into contact with domestic robots, 
finding themselves in unpredictable situations. They prove 
to be stubborn and confusing. They’re not tame.

Prototypes

Founded by tobias Nolte and andrew Witt, Certain 
Measures is a hypothesis-driven office for design and 
archi tec  ture based in Berlin and Boston. They explore the 
impact of machine-vision on design, the spatial effects of 
autonomous objects. Their clients include major industrial 
partners, strategic and governmental entities, and cultural 
institutions. Previously, both were directors at Gehry 
Technolo gies. Recent works have been exhibited at Haus 
der Kulturen der Welt and Futurium, Berlin; the Angewandte 
Innovation Lab, Vienna; and the Centre Pompidou in Paris, 
which added their work to its permanent collection.
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MAE-LINg LOkkO (gH, PH, US)

Agrocologies

Agrocologies explores how waste upcycling could take 
place in urban homes through proposing new domestic 
rituals around the transformation of food waste. At the 
festival, an installation shows a kitchen space in which the 
wall panels and table tops are made of mycelium, fungal 
cultures capable of “growing” new bio‑based, compostable 
household objects. 

Performers reenact an iconic kitchen scene from 
Chantal Akerman’s feminist film Jeanne Dielman, 23 quai 
du commerce, 1080 Bruxelles, 1975. However, new daily 
rituals and social activities enter the script: the performers 
feed cooking waste to mycelium organisms embedded in 
the kitchen’s infrastructure, and harvest domestic objects 
grown within the prototype’s architecture.

Prototypes

Architectural technologist Mae-ling Lokko is Director  
of the Building Sciences program at Rensselaer Polytech-
nic Institute, New York. Her work centers on upcycling 
agrowaste and biopolymer materials into high-performance 
building materials, and is inspired by research on next gen-
eration biocomposite green materials as well as Ghana-
ian contemporary waste upcycling. Her works have been 
exhibited at Biodesign, Rhode Island School of Design; 
 Liverpool Biennial, 2018; ANO Institute of Con tem porary 
Arts and Mmofra Foundation Climate Change Exhibition 
(both Accra, Ghana); Advanced Energy Con ference, New 
York; and the Chale Wote Festival, Accra.
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Simone C Niquille is a designer and researcher based in 
Amsterdam. Her practice Technoflesh investigates the 
representation of identity and the digitization of biomass in 
the networked space of appearance. She teaches Design 
Research at ArtEZ University of the Arts Arnhem and was 
a 2016 Fellow of Het Nieuwe Instituut Rotterdam. She was 
a commissioned contributor to the Dutch Pavilion at the 
2018 Venice Architecture Biennale. 

Sound: Jeff Witsche Voice: Kiara K.

SIMONE C NIqUILLE / TECHNOFLESH (CH, NL)

HOMESCHOOL

HOMESCHOOL (2019, 12:44 min.) is a short 3d‑animation 
film based on investigating synthetic training datasets for 
indoor computer vision. Household robots rely on computer 
vision to navigate domestic environments, but a camera 
does not know what it is looking at. To train robots to 
understand their future environment, large datasets of 3d 
files are virtually assembled into model homes. Set within 
a scenography assembled with the contents of one of the 
largest training datasets, SceneNet RgB‑d, the short film 
makes visible the training data sealed within the resulting 
technology. 

At the festival, the film will be presented as a sceno‑
graphic screening, in which a virtual environment is explored 
by an unknown first‑person narrator who’s learning by see‑
ing, struggling to understand, while dwelling in ambiguities.

Prototypes
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Lucia tahan is a Berlin-based practice that deploys human 
experience design in spatial and digital systems. It has 
produced work ranging from software to construction 
to critical writing, while developing architecture projects 
and exhibitions as speculative political tools. Tahan is also 
a cofounder with Bika Rebek at Tools for Show, a web 
platform for exhibition design. Her work and research have 
appeared in the Venice Architecture Biennale; University 
of Illinois at Chicago; Lisbon Architecture Triennale; Seoul 
Biennale of Architecture and Urbanism; and the MAXXI 
Museum in Rome. 

LUCIA TAHAN (ES, dE)

Cloud Housing

Cloud Housing imagines a future in which a tech company 
has taken over the real‑estate market by offering hous‑
ing‑on‑demand services. With a large pool of rentals and 
the help of the gig economy, the company offers the pos‑
sibility of relocating overnight, unburdened by ownership. 
Subscription‑services data are used to adapt the décor, with 
pricing based on demand. 

At the festival, an augmented‑reality app mimics the 
experience of living in such a space. A series of notifications 
that pop‑up in the app encourage users to water plants, 
rearrange the furniture to maximize their use of space, or 
rebuke them for bad cleaning habits. Ads prompt subscrib‑
ers to upgrade, purchase more cloud space, or move out.

Prototypes
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dASHA TSAPENkO (UA, NL)

Lovaratory

The participatory and interactive performance Lovaratory
—conceived in collaboration with daniel Cremer—aims to 
investigate a variety of romantic structures in a neo‑human 
future, when our relationship to other living beings and the 
entire ecosystem has evolved into deep, sometimes roman‑
tic, emotional bonds.

Modular elements serve as tools to explore, test, 
and present different types of domestic landscapes that 
might arise from new romantic constellations, while at the 
same time helping both the performers and the observers 
to translate ideas of fluid, inter‑species emotions, genders, 
and power structures. The shifting formations will first con‑
vey a relationship’s emotional layer, then the physical scale 
of the bodies within it, their movement in space, and finally, 
a domestic set‑up.

dasha tsapenko is a Ukrainian-born architect and social 
designer based in the Netherlands. She explores the 
role of private dwellings in terms of spatial restraints and 
segregation. Through a variety of artistic and design 
mediums, Tsapenko imposes restraints and obstructions 
are underestimated in the contemporary world of extreme 
freedoms, possibilities, and indulgence as a way of 
reflecting on a dream of personal will through extensive 
bodily experience.

Prototypes

Lovaratory was developed in partnership with Future architecture Platform.
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Tatiana Bilbao heads a multicultural and 
multidisciplinary office based in Mexico 
City. As a reaction to global capitalism, the 
studio aspires to regenerate spaces in or‑
der to humanize them and open up niches 
for cultural and economic development. 
Bilbao has been a visiting professor at yale 

School of Architecture and Rice School of Architecture. 
She was named as an Emerging Voice by the Archi‑

tecture League of New york in 2009 and received the kunst‑
preis Berlin in 2012 and the global Award for Sustainable 
Architecture Prize in 2014.

Beatriz Colomina is the Howard Crosby 
Butler Professor of History of Architecture 
at Princeton University and a 2018–
2019 fellow at the Wissenschaftskolleg 
zu Berlin. She writes and curates on 
questions of design, art, sexuality, and 
media and was a co‑curator of the third 

Istanbul design Biennial in 2016. 
Her books include, among others,  Sexuality and 

Space  (1992),  Privacy and Publicity:  Modern Archi
tec ture as Mass Media  (1994),  Domesticity at War   
(2007), The Century of the Bed (2015); Are We  Human? 
Notes on an Archaeology of Design (2016); and XRay 
Architecture (2019).

Experts

Experts
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rahul Mehrotra is a practicing architect, 
urban designer, and educator. He teach‑
es at the graduate School of design at 
Harvard University, where he is profes‑
sor of urban design and planning. His 
practice, RMA Architects, has executed 
a range of projects, mainly in India, and 

more recently in Europe. RMA Architects has also initiated 
several unsolicited projects driven by the firm’s commitment 
to advocacy in the city of Mumbai. Mehrotra has written, 
co‑authored, and edited a vast repertoire of books on Mum‑
bai, its urban history, historic buildings, public spaces, and 
planning processes.

daniel Perlin is the founder of Make_good, 
an experience design studio based in New 
york dedicated to bettering lives and the 
planet. Recent collaborations include 
work with google, IBM, Under Armour, 
Vito Acconci, Maya Lin, Errol Morris, the 
Venice Architecture Biennale, the Cooper 

Hewitt Museum, and Domus magazine. He also recently 
created VR and MR experiences for The Seoul Biennial of 
Architecture, The Storefront for Art and Architecture, and 
Fake Love. He is currently a mentor in residence at New Inc., 
the New Museum’s incubator in New york. 

Margit rosen helms the department 
“knowledge – Collection, Archives and 
Research” at the ZkM | Center for Art 
and Media karlsruhe. She has taught at 
the karlsruhe University of Art and design 
(Hfg); the University of Fine Arts, Münster; 
the danube University, krems; and the 

Central Academy of Fine Arts (CAFA), Beijing. Her work is 
devoted the history of the use of computer technologies in 
art and aesthetics, video art, and the relationships between 
art, science, and technology. She is the editor of A Little
Known Story About a Movement, a Magazine, and the 
Computer’s Arrival in Art (2011). She translated Bruno 
Latour’s play Cosmocoloss. A climatic and global tragedy
comedy and adapted it as a radio drama.

Experts
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James TaylorFoster is a writer,  editor, 
designer, and broadcaster working in 
the fields of architecture, design, and  
e‑ culture. He is curator of contemporary 
architecture and design at Arkdes, the 
Swedish Centre for Architecture and 
design. Formerly European editor‑at‑large 

at ArchDaily, he has practiced architecture in the Uk and 
The Netherlands. 

He is a course coordinator for the European Cultural 
Academy in Venice and has been a visiting critic or lecturer 
at the University of Cambridge; The Bartlett (UCL); the 
Architectural Association; the CASS; the Strelka Institute; 
TU delft; the Berlage Institute; and MIT. He currently sits 
on the advisory board of the Future Architecture Platform.

Mark Wigley is a Professor of Architecture 
at Columbia University. He is a historian 
and theorist who explores the intersection 
of architecture, art, philosophy, culture, 
and technology. His books include: 
 Derrida’s Haunt: The Architecture of 
Deconstruction; White Walls, Designer 

Dresses: The Fashioning of Modern Architecture; 
Constant’s New Babylon: The HyperArchitecture of Desire; 
Buckminster Fuller Inc. – Architecture in the Age of Radio; 
and Are We Human? – Notes on an Archaeology of Design 
(written with Beatriz Colomina when they co‑curated the 
3rd Istanbul design Biennial). 

He has also curated exhibitions at the Museum of 
Modern Art, The drawing Center and Columbia University in 
New york, the Witte de With in Rotterdam, and the Canadian 
Center for Architecture in Montreal. His most recent 
exhibition, The Human Insect: Antenna Architectures 1997–
2017 was on show at Het Nieuwe Instituut in 2018. His most 
recent book is Cutting MattaClark: The Anarchitecture 
Investigation (Zurich: Lars Müller, 2018).

Experts





Housing the Human is an initiative by Forecast – Skills e.V.,  
supported and co-funded by the Federal institute for research  
on Building, urban affairs and Spatial development within the 
Federal Office for Building and regional Planning of Germany  
and the Creative Europe Programme of the European union;  
in cooperation with CaFx, demanio Marittimo Km-278, istanbul 
Foundation for Culture and arts/istanbul design Biennial, Z33, 
acatech, and radial system. Lovaratory and After Money are 
presented in partnership with Future architecture Platform.


